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Invocation on the Slamming of a Screen Door, Sammamish, Washington 

Let the sound clap out through the neighborhood. Let people hear it as they carry 

their grocery bags, as they weed-whack their yards.  Let them pause from checking their 

voicemail and disinfecting their children’s hands.  Let them pull their ear buds out from 

their ears. Slip off their shoes. Slow their cars.  Leave their computer screens buzzing 

behind them and step outside.  Stand blinking in the bare white light.  Remember there 

used to be trees.  

When the tree seeds that wait in the soil sprout, let the people not root them out.  

Let them watch the trees’ slow leafing, forgetting to document. Let them be wholly 

present and, for pure moments, let them be still. Let them long for the sound of water.   

Let them find shovels in their hands like dowsing rods.  Let them dig and unbury 

the culvert.  Let the stream bubble out and wind between the houses.  Let frogs come to 

swim. Let them croak at night, a rhythm that floats in and out of people’s dreams. Let the 

children wade the creek without worry.  Let everyone know their names. Let them run in 

and out of screen doors.  Let them climb high in trees.  Let them have time to lie on their 

bellies in the yard and watch bugs in the lawn.  

When their season comes, let the salmon find the home their bones know. Let 

their spawning be the reason for a party.  Let someone barbeque.  Someone bring a bag of 

cheap chips and someone else food their mother made, somewhere far away.  Let 

someone break out an old guitar.  Let the eagles and bears be drawn by the dying fish.  

Let people greet them singing. 

 And when people come to the hard places inside them, let them not turn in on 

themselves in harshness.  Let there be something, big as the earth, to hold them when 
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they hurt.  Let it be bigger than fear, than addiction, than stagnation.  Let them not walk 

numbly, skirting the places pain will catch them.  Let them learn again to heal each other. 

Let them not cover up the emptiness they find inside themselves with gadgets and noise. 

Let them sit in their boredom until it turns to invention.  Until a string turns into a toy, a 

problem into an openness, a phrase into a song of praise.  

 When they grow sad, let them walk in the shade by the water.  Let there be words 

to sing out their sorrow.  Ground to throw themselves upon. 

When they grow scared, let them be held.  Let them light a candle to push back 

the darkness without erasing it.  Let them sit and watch each one another, the darkness 

and humanity.  Let them come to peace.   

When they turn hot with anger, give them breath and conviction.  Let their anger 

be a strength they use to make things right. Let them tear up the concrete.  Let them keep 

the children safe.  Let them hold each other bravely in their open hands. 

 Let them look death in the eye and not shy from it.  Likewise, life. 

 Let them hear all voices with consideration and act kindly.  Let strangers be met 

without fear.  Let them not turn their old ones out, or shut their children off.  Let them 

believe there will always be enough, and therefore use little, having no need to hoard.  

Let their home become a place like no other place.  Let every other place become so too.   

 And in the stillness after the screen door closes, let the words for a poem come.  

Or a song, or new food, or a new way to kiss. Or maybe it is an old way, forgotten but not 

quite lost.  A particular language known only in that land, a distinct sense of beauty. Let a 

little breeze kick up, and let it, whatever it is, float out like a cottonwood seed.  Let it land 

and root and grow. 


